
Tower Block Archive - How to upload a spreadsheet of data to Wikidata using
Quickstatements

The Tower Block Archive data is held within a Google Sheet, and on the Tower Block Archive
website. The decision was made to upload this data onto Wikidata to support the creation of
mass linked open data. The process of this upload, using QuickStatements, is documented
here.

There are a few steps to getting things uploaded.

1) Having a spreadsheet of data to work with
2) Formatting/reformatting the spreadsheet to make it easier to work with
3) Creating data items - with unique Q numbers - for everything you want to upload to

Wikidata. Check to see if these already exist!
4) Adding relevant properties

How to create data items on Wikidata

First, check that these data items don’t already exist. There are some tools for this (e.g, the
Wikidata plugin for Google Sheets), although these may sometimes have issues.
The link to the Wikidata plugin can be found at Wikipedia and Wikidata Tools. You can also
double-check by hand by searching your items in Wikidata, and retrieve the Q numbers if
they do exist.

Search results for random items on Wikidata, checking whether they exist and have a Q
number.

https://www.towerblock.eca.ed.ac.uk/
https://www.towerblock.eca.ed.ac.uk/
https://quickstatements.toolforge.org/#/batch
https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/wikipedia_and_wikidata_tools/595109124715


If the item does not exist in Wikidata, follow these steps to create new Q numbers:

1) Follow the spreadsheet format shown (image A). The added entry should have a
label (Len = label in English), and a description (Den = description in English). You
can also add other detail here, for instance Aen (Alias in english, which is any other
name the item may be referred to as).

Image A - the blue highlighted section displays the format for creating an item using
QuickStatements. Note the double quotes “” around strings of text.

2) Copy and paste directly from the spreadsheet format into quickstatements.
3) Click “Import V1 commands”

4) Click “Run” at the bottom of the page.



Once you have run your QuickStatements entry, the page will show you each Q number
(Image B). In this example, only “Ashgrove VIII” was uploaded, however, you can create
multiple entries at once, with each creation starting on a new line. Copy and paste these Q
numbers from QuickStatements back into your spreadsheet, preferably next to the label for
your item so you know what each Q number refers to.

Image B - showing the newly created item with Q number. Clicking on the item will take you
to the Wikidata page (Image C)

Image C - Wikidata item for Ashgrove VIII



Adding additional statements to the Wikidata item:

1) Create a new spreadsheet tab
2) Paste in the list of Q numbers alongside their description/label - again, so you know

what each Q number is
3) Retrieve the P number for the property you want to add. You can find this by looking

at another similar wikidata item. For instance, P797 is “local authority”. Type the P
number in this column, for each item you wish to have this property.

4) In the third column, add the value you wish to add. It may be another Q number (e.g,
“Q2425849” which is “Aberdeen City Council”), or a string value (a word or phrase,
such as a postcode), a measurement, etc. There is guidance at the end of the
document for how to format a number of different values.

5) Once you have inserted all of the values (which may be the same, e.g. if all items
belong to the country “Scotland”, or may be different, e.g. different building
completion dates), you can copy the three columns (Q number, P number and value)
into Quick Statements and follow the same process of “Import” and “Run”.

N.B. In the Tower Block example above, using P797 (Local Authority), there is an extra P
number - P580. This is a “qualifier” and is used to add extra details - P580 means “start
time”. The next column shows the date, in the format designed to show dates precise to the
year. This syntax is explained at the end of this document.

Quickstatements syntax notes:

There is a help document for QuickStatements syntax, accessible at QuickStatements Help.
Some common issues and syntax advice are provided below.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:QuickStatements


Type of Information Description Example

Dates/Time Can have different
precisions (to the date,
month, or year). Full
explanation is available at
QuickStatements Help - look
for the section on “Time”.

+1996-00-00T00:00:00Z/9

Insert a ‘ before the + in a
spreadsheet so it doesnt
recognise the + symbol as a
formula.

Postcode Surrounded by double
quotes

“AB16 1BX”

Address Surrounded by double
quotes

“In double quotations”

Coordinates In decimal form - precede
with an @ symbol and
separate the longitude and
latitude with a / forward
slash (normally separated
by a comma if accessed
through Google Maps). You
can find decimal form
coordinates on Google
Maps.

@57.148889/-2.090278

URLs Surrounded by double
quotes

“www…..”

Measurements Unit of measurement, in the
form of
[number]U[Q number for
measurment - but without
‘Q]

The Q numbers (to be used
in the form of U…) can be
found by searching Wikidata
for the desired
measurement unit.

42U11573 is 42meters,
where Q11573 is the Q
number for ‘meter’.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:QuickStatements

